
Grill drawer Metos Classic GR1200-GN2L-ML-GN2L

Product information
 

SKU 4321032S
Product name Grill drawer Metos Classic GR1200-GN2L-ML-

GN2L
Dimensions 1200 × 650 × 650 mm
Weight 92,000 kg
Technical information 220-240 V, 10A A, 0,42 kW, 1NPE, 50 Hz
Energy class D  Energy class certificate
Type of the refrigerant R290
Quantity of refrigerant
[g]

85

 

Description

The height of the Metos Classic GR-1200-GN2L-ML-GN2L grill drawer unit
is 650 mm, which allows grilling devices to be placed on top of the
furniture.

The lowered Metos Classic GR-1200-GN2L-ML-GN2L grill drawer has drawers
for four GN1/1-150 containers. Over-opening telescopic slide rails make
changing the GN container easy and opening and closing the drawer smooth
and fast.

The table top of the grill drawer is well insulated, which prevents the
heat of the grill equipment from entering the cold room. The
refrigerator's temperature range is +4°C...+10°C, with the thermostat
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setting +1°C...+10°C. The urethane insulation of the body is molded
throughout, which keeps the cold air inside the device more efficiently,
while the cold air distributes it evenly throughout the furniture. The
grill drawer has electronic control with a digital temperature display.
The operating panel is retracted and thus protected from collisions.

The rounded inner corners of the device made of stainless steel and the
slide rails of the drawers, which can be removed without tools, make
cleaning the grill drawer uncomplicated. The flat surface of the
ergonomic handles is easy to keep clean. A removable water-washable
filter in front of the condenser prevents the machine from getting
dirty. The device has automatic defrosting and evaporation of melted
water, drainage option as standard. The grill drawer has an
easy-to-maintain Cassette-style refrigerator. Drawer seals can be
replaced without tools. The grill drawer unit comes with brackets for
attaching the power cord to the bottom of the device, which makes it
easier to keep the floor clean under the device.
device height 650 mm
capacity 4xGN1/1-150 drawers (GN containers are not included in
delivery)
the temperature range of the refrigerator is +4°C...+10°C, with the
thermostat setting +1°C...+10°C
a smooth, isolated neutral plane
over-opening telescopic slide rails
electronic control
removable, water-washable condenser filter
drainage option as standard
easily replaceable seals
pull-out Cassette-style refrigerator
digital temperature display
molded urethane insulation
automatic defrosting and evaporation of melted water
stainless steel construction
adjustment feet +20...-45 mm

DELIVERY INCLUDES:
clips for attaching the power cord

ACCESSORIES (to be ordered separately):
GN containers
inner sole for the drawer
drawer inner frame for GN containers of different sizes
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